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Abstract: Securing data is at the core requirement of maximum protected systems, and plenty of users trust on a 

database management system to succeed in the field of protection. Study of Security of database management 

systems is the agenda of this paper.. There is considerable existing curiosity in DBMS Security as databases are 

newfangled than the programming and operating systems. Databases are vital to many government and professional 

organizations, to make the repossession and preservation of data. Database organization and contents are measured 

treasured corporate possessions that must be sensibly protected as databases are a preferred target for hackers and 

invaders. The straightforward security necessities of database system are not unlike those of other computing 

system. The basic problems are admittance control, exclusion of forged data, confirmation of users and 

dependability. In this paper the challenges and fears in database security are recognized. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

All companies want to protect their core security data systems by heart, and plenty of users depend on a database 

management system for protection management.  Databases are important to respective business and government 

organizations, holding refined and re-engineered data to enhance efficiency, impart effectiveness and fine tuning with new 

and brushed up targets. [1].Database security is a tough operation that any business group or government organization 

should improve in order to run its actions efficiently. The numerous threats put up a challenge to the organization in terms 

of veracity of the data and admittance. The threats can be outcome of either an outside unlawful program action or an 
outside vigor such as power or fire failure [1]. Most of the database contains sensitive data for users which can be 

vulnerable to competitors, hackers and same can be misused up to maximum extant [3]. Therefore, firms have greater 

control and check on their database to maintain the integrity of the information and ensure that their systems are monitored 

closely to avoid deliberate violations by intruders. 

 

2. Threats of Database Security 

 

Due to extensive usage Database security issues have been extra complex. Databases are a primary and strong resource and 

therefore procedure, policies and efforts must be taken in order to defend its security and the veracity of the data. Other than 

that, access to the database has become more extensive due to the internet, causing increase in the risks of illegal access. 

The sole motto of database security is to protect database from accident and theft. Database security permits or refuses 

specific users from carrying out actions on the database. 
 

 
Figure 1: Threats of database security 

 

There are diverse threats to the database systems. For Instance:-Extreme Privilege Misuse; When users are granted database 
access freedoms that surpass the necessities of respective job function, these freedoms may be ill-treated for nasty 
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determinations [3]. Other threat is a feeble audit trial. Its due to softness in structural internal system and weak prevention 

mechanism. Delay in Service or sluggish approach of service is another issue in database security. Feeble database audit 

strategy signifies a somber organizational risk on numerous levels. One more threat to the problem of database insecurity is 

frail system and measures for performing authentication. Weak authentication schemes permit hackers and attackers to 

assume the identity of genuine database users by burglary or by other means finding login authorizations and IDs. Robust 

verification is thus required to address these encounters [4]. 

 

3. Necessities of Database Security 

 

The elementary security requirements of database systems are same as of other computing systems. The basic issues to be 

handled and emphasized are barring of false data, access control, verification of users, and trustworthiness. 

(a)Access control: A user must be allowed to access only approved data, and different users can be limited to 

different methods of access[7]. 

b) Physical database integrity: The data of a database should be resistant to physical problems, such as power failures and 

competent team should be capable of reconstruct the database if it is destroyed through a disaster or calamity. 

c) Logical database integrity: The basic structure of database must be prevented at all cost. With sound veracity of a 

database, this should be ensured that adjustment to the value of one field does not affect other fields at all. 

d) Auditability: It must be track able and recordable that who or what has accessed the fundamentals in the database and 
which elements of database have been tinkered. 

e) User authentication: Each user must positively be identified, both for the review trail and for authorization to access 

[10] confident data. 

 

4. Database Security Guidelines 

 

Users should have faith in the accurateness of the data values, if a database is to assist as a central source of data. This 

condition suggests that the database manager must be guaranteed that informs are done only by sanctioned and approved 

individuals. The DBMS can need severe user authentication. For Instance, a DBMS can claim that a user pass explicit 

password and check of time-of-day also. This authentication complements the authentication performed by the operating 

system [1]. Very Frequent databases are separated rationally by user access freedoms. For instance, all users can be 
approved access to universal data, but only the specific employees or department can obtain pay data access and only the 

marketing department can get access sales data. Databases are very valuable[11] as they unify the storage and preservation 

of data. If complex and vital data are encrypted, a user who unintentionally receives it cannot understand the data. Hence, 

each level of sensitive data must be stored in a table encrypted with a key exclusive to the level of sensitivity. 

 

5. Database Security levels 

 

Security measures to be installed at several levels in order to protect the database. 

 

a) People: Users must be sanctioned access carefully in order to reduce the chance of any such user given access who leaks 

the information to any burglar in exchange for personal benefits. 

b) Operating System: Small weakness in strong operating systems security may serve as a means of unauthorized access to 
the database. 

c)Network: software-level security[9] within the network software is as significant as physical security, both on the Internet 

and in networks private to an organization, because almost all database systems permits remote access through terminals or 

networks. 

d)Database System: Few selected database-system users must be authorized[5] to access a restricted portion of the 

database. Other selected users may be permitted to issue queries, but may be forbidden to adjustor alter the data [2]. 

Security at all these levels must be sustained if database security is to be guaranteed. 

 

6. Techniques for Database Security 

 

Authentication is the most basic concepts in database security .It is the basic process by which the system authenticates a 
user's individuality. A user can reply to a request to authenticate by providing a proof of individuality, or a verification 

mark. Authorization is the process through which system finds information about the genuine user, including which 

database operations that user may perform and for which data the user’s access is denied. A secure system ensures the 

privacy of data. Confidentiality has numerous features like secure storage of sensitive data, privacy of communications, 

genuine users and approval of users. Access Control is another technique that can be used to secure database is the use of 
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access control [1]. Here the access to the system is only given after verifying the IDs of the user. Audit trial is one more 

method used in the database security. Audit trial must be carried to found the antiquity of operations on the database [4].  

 

7. Advantages of Database Management System 

 

The user interrelates with the database by a program known as database manager or a database management system 
(DBMS), casually known as a front end. A database manager is a person who outlines the rules that establish the data and 

also joysticks who should have access to which parts of the data [1]. In comparison to a simple file system, a database 

offers many advantages. It advances data sharing in such a way that it permits the users to have better admittance to data 

which is properly managed. Improved data security is certain and the data confidentiality is kept [4].  

 

8. Principles of reliability and integrity in database security 

 

Databases merge data from many sources, and users assume a DBMS to deliver access to the data in a dependable way. 

When it is commented, that system has dependability, then it stands for the software running and performing for very long 

periods of time without any issue[6]. Users surely expect a DBMS to be consistent, as the data typically are important to 

Government, private or organizational needs. Additionally, users assign their data to a DBMS and truly assume it to protect 

the data from theft, loss or damage. Data truthfulness refers to dependability and correctness of the data that is stored and 
used in business. 

 

Conclusion 

 

As information stored in a database is highly treasured and very sensitive commodity, so security is very important issue in 

database management. Data in database management system must be protected from abuse and should be protected from 

illegal admittance and informs. Database Security paper has attempted to explore the issue of threats that may be composed 

to database system. These include loss of privacy plus loss of veracity. Areas regarding systems to encounter any challenge 

of threat using views and authentication have also been discussed in this paper. Back-up methods safe guard the stored 

information stored and recover in case of fiasco and outbreaks. Various requirements for the database security and the many 

levels of security have also been covered in this paper. 
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